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Interpretation Additonal Services

Why PASA?

Qualified/Certified Interpreters
In-person Interpretation
Video-Scheduled Interpretations
24/7 Video-Remote Interpretations
24/7 Telephonic Interpretations

Document Translations
Graphic Design/ DTPs
Website Localization
Voiceovers/ Voice Talent
Audio/Video Transcriptions

Serving Oregon and NW Washington
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PASA Language Solutions is a community-based benefit company. Our
triple bottom line approach of people, planet, and profit mean a portion of
our profit goes toward helping immigrants. PASA provides cost-effective
and culturally informed services to help clinics become compliant with
language access regulations and bridge the gap to end healthcare disparity.

Free and reduced-cost interpretation may be available to your clinic
through some insurance. Contact us today to learn more.



Interpretation in 250+ languages
www.hellopasa.org

Frequent Asked Questions
Why use a professional Interpreter?

When you engage a lawyer or a doctor you have an expectation that the person doing
the job is trained and qualified. An interpreter is no different. Interpreting is a complex
skill set and our interpreters have completed rigorous training and testing to ensure
their skills are of the highest quality and standards. Interpreters are also required to
abide by a code of ethics and are accountable for their actions and their
interpretations.

Why can't just the patient's family or friends translate for them?

It can often be tempting to use a patient’s friend or relative to interpret information to
avoid paying for an interpreter but this should be avoided at all costs. A family
member or friend most likely does not have the necessary fluency in both languages,
the ability to interpret accurately, and interpretation training. They are not bound by
ethical constraints such as impartiality and confidentiality. Your client has a right to
ethical, professional, accurate, and confidential interpretation.

What can my clinic do to keep our interpreter costs low and still get
professional service?

Call PASA today to find out how your clinic could receive interpreting services at a
free or reduced cost. We provide exceptional service at an exceptional price.
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